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Circle Graph Pictograph


1990 Recording Media Sales Recording Media Sales
Sales in billions of dollars


1975 $$$
1980 $ $ $ $
19851$ $ $ $ $


1990$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $


Cassettes 442


~ Records 27


~~9
CD's288


Sales in millions of units $= $1,000,000,000


Unit 44 Practice Problems


Unit 44 answers are on page 240.
Unit 44 additional practice problems are on page 198.
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Use these graphs to answer the following questions.


1) In what year did cassette sales pass 400 million units?


2) Record album sales peaked in at over units.


3) The first year cassettes outsold records was in


4) In 1985, cassette sales were (more or less) than record sales.


5) In 1990, cassette sales in units were Justover of total recording media
sales.


A) 75% S) 50% C) 25% D) 10%


6) In 1990, total recording media sales were over








2. Probability
I


Successful Events S


A. Probability involves the chance of something happening. P = Total Events = T


B. Example 1: Fou.rof the 52 cards in a deck are jacks.


1. If you pickone cardat randomfromthis I P 'acks = ~ = alljacks =.i. = J....deck, the probability a jack will be drawn is (j ) T totalcards 52 13'


2. Always reduce probability statements to lowest terms.


C. Example 2: One marble chosen at random from a bag containing 2 red marbles,
4 blue marbles, and 3 black marbles leads to these probability statements.


I P(red) =~ )1 P(blue) = ~, P(black) =~ =~ I P(white) =~ =a ,
D. Finding the probabilityof successive events requires multiplication.


1. The probability of a tossed coin coming up heads is 1/2 or 50%.
2. The probability of two heads in a row is (1/2)(1/2) = 1/4 or 25%.
3. The probability of three heads in a row is (1/2)(1/2)(1/2) = 1/8 or 12.5%.


Unit 47 Practice Problems


1) Calculate the mean, median, mode, and range for these numbers. 1, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5, 7


A) mean B) median C) mode D) range -


Because the numbers in question 1 are balanced
around their mean, the data may be referred to as


Calculate the mean, median, mode, and range for these numbers. 1, 3, 4, 4, 4, 8, 113)


4)


A) mean B) median C) mode D) range -


If the probabilityof an eventhappeningis ~, then the event is likelyto happen:


A) lessthan ~ the time B) always C) morethan ~ the time


5A) A hat contains 2 red cards, 3 blue cards, and 5 orange
cards. What is the probability of drawing a red card?


D) never Answer


5B) What is the probability of drawing 2 red cards in a
row if the first red card drawn is put back into the hat?


6) If you hit this dart board with 1 toss, what is the probability
of hitting a three?


Unit 47 answers are on page 240.
Unit 47 additional practice problems are on page 202.
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Unit 48 Practice Problems


1) 4 qt. 1 pt.
+ 2 qt. 2 pt.


2) 5 ft. 4 in.
- 3 ft. 9 in.


3) 4 hr. 40 min.
x3


4)


3 J 7 lb. 2 oz.


~-


5) Juan left New York by plane at 10:15 6) Mary's flight left at 9:45 a.m. and arrived at
a.m. and arrived at his destination at 4:15 p.m. Pacific time. How long was her flight
2:30 p.m. How long was his flight? if she crossed two time zones on her trip from


Chicago to Los Angeles?


7) Change 12.5 feet to inches. 8) Change 112 ounces to quarts.


9) Change 440 yards to miles. 10) Change 1,152 square inches to square feet.


Note: 1 mile = 5,280 ft. + 3 = 1,760yards. Note:1 sq. ft. = (12)(12) = 144 sq. inches.


Unit 48 answers are on page 240.
Unit 48 additional practice problems are on page 203.
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Unit 49 Practice Problems


Unit 49 answers are on page 240.
Unit 49 additional practice problems are on page 204.
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Match the metric term with its meaning.


1) liter A) .001


2) gram B) volume


3) meter C) 1,000


4) milli D) weight


5) centi E) .01


6) kilo F) length


Complete these equations.


7) 70 millimeters = centimeters


8) 3.75 kilograms = grams


9) 7,500 milliliters = liters


10) 5,400 centimeters = millimeters


11) 55,350 milligrams = grams


12) 1,000,000 milliliters = liters


13) 10 kilograms = centigrams


14) 1,000 decimeters = decameters








6. Multiplication of signed numbers 7. Division of signed numbers


Rule Example Rule Example


A. (+)(+) = + ~ (4)(5) = 20 A. (+) = + -7 20 = 4
(+) 5


(+) 20 - 4- ~- --
H - - , -5B. (+)(-) = - ~ (4)(-5) = -20 B.


C. (-)(+) = - ~ (-4)(5) = -20 C. tl - -20
(+) - - -7 +5 = - 4


O. (-)(-) = + ~ (-4)(-5) = 20 O. (-) = + -7 -20 = 4
(-) -5


Unit 45 Practice Problems


Unit45 answersare on page240.
Unit 45 additionalpractice problems are on page 200.
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1A) I-51 = 1B) 101= 1C) 1-81=


Choose the correct symbol «, =,» to completethesestatements.


2) 5 - -3 3) -8 - -2 4) -3 + 7 - 7 - 3


Solve these problems.


5) -9 + 5 = 6) -16 - (-12) = 7) -7 + (- 8) =


8) 6-(-10)= 9) -8 - (9) - (- 4) = 10) (7)( - 4) =


11) (-4)(-6) = 12) (27) + (-9) = 13) (-25) + (-5) =


14) Which number is between -22.7 and -23.04? 15) 3 + (-5) - (2) =


A) -22.5 B) -22.81 C) -23.42 D) -22.03


Answer -


16) -2 - 3 + 7 = 17) -3(2) + 6 = 18) 2(0) - 5 =








Unit 46 Practice Problems


1) Choose the inequality that best describes this graph.


4 I I I . I


-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
.


. I I I I I I I I I e
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5


.


2) Choose the inequality that best describes this graph.


3) Label the coordinates of each point using (x,y).


A) ( . ) +5
B . +4


+3


+2
+1


8) ( ) .A
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 I +1 +2 +3 +4 +5-1 .


C . -2-
-3.
-4' D
-5.


C) ( )


D) ( )


4A) Graph y = 2x + 1
48) The slope of this line is


U
+5


+4
+3


+2


+1


-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0-1
-2
-3
-4
-5


+1 +2 +3 +4 +5


5A) Graph -2x + 4
58) The slope of this line is


~
+5


+4
+3


+2
+1


-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0-1
-2
-3
-4
-5


+1 +2 +3 +4 +5


Unit 46 answers are on page 240.
Unit 46 additional practice problems are on page 201.
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A.x4 8. x ::;;4


C.x < 4 D.x > 4
Answer


A. x> -2 8. x - 2


C. x < - 2 D.x ::;;-2
Answer


x y


0


1


2


x y


0


2


4





